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Abstract

Testing is always important for Software Quality Assurance
(SQA) activities and key cost multiplier in software development. The
decision to automate or not to automate a test case is critical. In this
paper we discuss the possibility of test automation and in relation to
the trade-off between manual and automated test cases. We purpose
a Production cost frontier based technique to distinguish the point of
automation and manual test within the cost constraints. Our
objective is to identify the facts that up to what extant a testing
process can be automated. In this paper a cost model is proposed for
deciding the proportion of automated and manual testing. The
objective is to find best possible combination of these two and
production possibility in one type by eliminating the other type of
testing.
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Introduction

Since the beginning of software history, the quality, cost and time to development
of software applications is the prime concerns [1, 2]. Irrespective of the methods
and techniques evolved for software construction, ensuring quality is functional
testing through automation. However, the oldest and still most widely used is
manual testing [3, 4]. Efforts have been made to increase the coverage and
throughput of these techniques [5]. The challenging aspect is that some tests
cannot or should not be made automatable[6] because some tasks needs extensive
knowledge of domain like exploratory testing, user acceptance testing, release and
deployment testing. With all of the techniques for automation little has been
contributed to improve the effectiveness of manual testing. Testing teams always
have to manipulate the test scripts, test data and bug tracking systems. The
software application under test consuming time by switching resources. It also
makes room for mistakes like inputting incorrect data[6]. Delayed Failures in
Software Using High Volume Automated Testing or test process violations. The
exact or approximate proportion between automated and manual testing
techniques may increase the productivity and outcomes of testing process.
The automation techniques are the proposed solution for this problem, this study
presents a roadmap for testing and argue that quality and cost of software is
dependent on effective testing[7].This study explains that less error in a software
means improved quality by automated testing[8].These studies relate
coverage(branch, code, statement and path) to quality by automated testing[9].In
this study focus on testing time and argue that automated techniques reduce
testing time substantially specially in regression testing[10].Testing tools
supplier’s claims “Automated testing enable the firms to reduce the testing cost,
effort and increase the productivity of testing process by reusability of the
tests[11],automation can reduce the human effort required in testing[12],
automation testing can increase the fault detection of testing process[13]. At the
same time, though, industry reports many failures in automating testing
efforts[14].The few reasons of failed automation are replacing manual testing by
automation[6, 15],wrong expectations from automated tools[16],problems with
maintenance of test automation[17] and most important of all is inexperience
testing teams with automated tools[18].Testing a software is a considerable
expense, but so do the cost due to faults in software applications. For example, a
study says that, 60% of software developers said that testing activities are the first
to neglect in case of over budget situation in a project[19]. The following study
summaries thirty years of software problems from 1982 to 2012 shows that
software system failures in all type of applications are increased in number and
damage over time. The main reasons of failures are shifted from hardware to
software problems. The common reasons of failures are security failures which
threats human lives, spreadsheet failures which harm financial damages,
infrastructure failures which causes damage in property and human lives. Failure
in automotive cars and plain systems damages human life and business goodwill
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of the operating companies[20].Development teams in medium and large
organizations often tests functionality by manual testing, the advantage of manual
testing is testers learn applications which should help them in future releases,
however testing teams apply semi-automatic testing even when automatic
functional testing tools are available[21]. These semi-automatic techniques are
useful for continuous and quick feature testing, short time slots of testing, less
frequent tests and bug reporting. The decision about trade-off between automated
and manual techniques should be made early in the project to avoid the problems
[16]. In order to apply any such techniques, it is appropriate to follow a model.
One such model was proposed by [22, 23],devised model helps to decide test
automation ROI.
The objective of this paper is to identify the possibility of automation of manual
test cases and attempt to simplify the purposed method to find trade-off between
automated and manual testing with single and multiple goals of testing imposed
due to cost, time and environmental constraints.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses simple cost
model about automation decision making. In section 3 we describe production
possibilities curve frontier (PPF) in context of decision making for automating a
test case. In section 4 the concept of establish a proportion between automated and
manual test cases and also enlist some of limitations, objectives and benefits of
this approach. Finally in section 5 we sum up the discussion and work.

2 Critiques on Cost Models
If the same function, feature or piece of code is tested in the same way by
automation then there comes a point during the automation process when the
tester stops finding the bugs. It is also worth to mention that 70% to 90% of new
defects are found by manual testing. But Automation is necessary for continuous
integration and regression testing .The model presented[22, 23] works fair enough
for simple projects, however it should be flawed due to following observations.
1. The automated testing is not replacement of manual testing because all the
testing steps may not be automated for example where the change
frequency of requirement is high or where the extensive domain
knowledge is for testing is required[6, 24].
2. Test suites needs time to produce valuable results. That is reason upfront
cost of automated testing always high.[25]
3. All test executions supposed to be equally consume the resources.[26]
4. All the assumptions are made for a single type of project; even multiple
releases of a single project can change the cost of testing.
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The authors of this paper searched for information from many software houses
about their quality process. The following trends were found in the day to day
business of software houses.
1. N-release during a day.
2. Automation as a business logo.
3. Continuous development.
4. Continuous integration.
5. Exploratory testing
6. Testing before release
7. Shrinking QA team agenda’s
Based on our observation of real life testing environments, it has been noticed that
while performing automated testing, most of the testers just check if a given
functionality is working; instead of actually testing that given functions. They
conduct tests to verify a checklist of that piece of software under test. Another
observation is that if they re-run the tests, they perform the same steps and nothing
different or unexpected happens between the two executions,. The results are
exactly the same. The alarming situation was discarding exploratory testing with
automated tools. In order to reduce cost by discarding some testing phase is
adding faults to released product. A research by [27]highlights this issue and
explains the difference between automated and manual testing. The research says
that automation testing is used to prevent further errors, while manual testing is a
better choice to find new and unexpected errors. However, in the real life
environment, we found out that the main misunderstanding found among the
testers was to replace manual testing with automation. Automated and manual
techniques are not replacement of each other. They should complement each
other. Avoiding this principle causes cost issue.
The Return on investment (ROI) of test automation requires the analysis of cost
and benefit involved. Nevertheless, test automation cost is hard to estimate due to
changing factors[28]. Many industrial studies conducted include cost for testing
tools, the labor for automating the tests, maintaining the automated testing
framework. A case study which was published by [22] is presented [this sentence
is a bit confusing] as fellows, This case study establish the testing costs by using
universal cost formula. This model constructs cost for test automation as fallows.
 = 

 

       

D: = Expenditure for single test execution
According to above supposition, the cost for one automated test-case (Aa)
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Where “Va” represent the cost for specification and automating the test case. “Da”
is the cost for executing the test case one time, the “n” represent the number of
executions of automating a test case.
By using this technique, to calculate break-even point for test automation, the cost
for manual test case execution is (Am). It is calculated as
' ≔ ) + ,

(2)

Here Vm is cost to specify the test case. Dm is cost to execute a test case
manually and “n” is number of runs of a test case manually. The break-even point
is computed, comparing cost of automated test case executions with the cost of
manual test case executions.
/0

-. ≔ /1 = -) + ,./-) + ,.

(3)

By using this model, the test automation benefits are visible enough. In [15]
elaborates that with economic point of view it is meaningful to automate a given
test only, when the cost of automation is less than the cost of manual execution of
the same or equal test case or test cases.

Fig 1: Break-Even Point with manual and automated test cases.
Fig: 1 represents the relationship between automated and manual testing trade-off.
The x-axis represents the number of test runs and the Y-axis represents the cost of
testing in hours in this this case. The two curves show how the cost increases with
each test run. On the other hand the curve for manual testing cost increases
gradually. It is fact that automated test suite setup consumes much more cost at
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beginning as compared to manual test execution. As shown in Figure-1 breakeven point reached at the intersection of two lines. This formula is known as
universal formula which is reported many times in literature [29, 30] . Some other
studies which support test automation[22, 31] are also mention the need of tradeoff between automated and manual test cases. Depending on the author[22] , to
achieve the break-even point, the number of test runs fluctuates between 2 to
20.The application of this formula in narrow context is fairly correct. They[14]
apprehend the common observations that automated tests have high initial cost as
compared to manual testing but provide reduced running cost of the test projects.
In the next section, present Production Possibility Curve(PPF) to estimate the
trade-off between manual and automated testing with a single goal imposed here
in terms of time(hours).

3. Production possibility curve for test
In this section a fictional example to elaborate possibilities of automation in
testing, this example attempts to simplify a complex model to elaborate and
clarify some primary ideas. We use the linear optimization model or linear
programming method to solve this problem[32]. A mathematical optimization
problem is one in which one function is maximized or minimized with respect to
some there function within the same mathematical problem. The function is said
to be objective function which is maximized or minimized under some certain
constraints. The alternatives are said to constraints regions are alternative
functions with respect to objective function. The production possibility
frontier(PPF) is hypothetical representation of the amount of two different
variables[33]. This PPF curve obtained by shifting resources from the production
of one , to the production of other[33]. In this study we use PPF curve to find the
trade-off between automated test cases to manual test cases. Linear programming
or linear optimization method is very useful to solve optimization problems. A
few examples where linear optimization is useful are resource allocation[34],
layout [35], production scheduling[36], warehousing and inventory[37]. We also
try to add some reasoning in coming sections and purpose influencing factors
which typically found in real world projects.
Testing based on code coverage provides the indicator of how much effort is
required to enhance the reliability of software. Some studies show that high code
coverage can improve the application reliability and decrease bug rate[38]. The
information collected by code coverage is used to select the test case for future
run to achieve some specific goal[39]. The cost of testing is influenced by code
coverage measure in many ways for example reliability, test suite completeness,
fault detection efficiency, magnitude of changes in software build and risk
severity[40]. Let us consider only one factor bug rate for code coverage parameter
to clarify its relationship with situation under consideration.
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The cost is varying with type of the software under development. But one
common attribute all these types should carry substantial increase in project costs
by carrying bugs or problems from one development phase to another or one
release to another release. According to a study[41] cost of finding and fixing a
bug during implementation phase is $977. Thus total cost of finding and fixing
200 critical bugs is 200X977 = $195,400. Similarly the cost of fixing a bug during
system testing is $7,136, if system testing finds only 50 critical bugs then cost to
fix these bugs is $356,800. So this indicates that that healthy bug rate can save
already shrinking costs of testing.
In this example we consider small software system. The effort to run a test case
with manual technique is 0.25 hours in average. To keep this discussion simple we
assume that initial cost is zero for test case specification and definition.
Automation cost of a test case is 1 hour in average. This should include the cost of
implementation and maintenance cost of automated test cases in reply to
specifications changes. Here we assume that no extra cost is required for test case
execution after automation. According to the above mentioned universal formula,
the break-even point for a single test is reached when a test has been run five
times.
In this example, let us suppose that there are 100 test cases. These 100 test cases
are sufficient to acquire 100% requirement coverage. In order to test the software
to acquire 100% coverage, (we need 20 hours with manual testing or 100 hours of
automated testing). By comparison of these (Figure-2), the time necessary to
automate all the test cases is equal to execute all the test cases manually five
times.
If we suppose that project follows an iterative development[42] or agile
development[43], we may need to test consecutive releases. For the simplicity, we
suppose that there are 8 releases which we may test. Each release needs the same
test cases. So to test all 8 releases require 160 hours of manual testing or 100
hours to automate these tests.
It is a common observation in industrial projects that average time and budget
available for testing is less than actually estimated time and budget. In most of the
cases it is 75% of actually estimated time and budget. In this example we suppose
that there are 75 hours available for testing.
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Fig: 2 Break-Even Point keeping automated Tests without overhead costs.
There is also one more point of view that 100% testing is not possible. There are
many projects in industry which are survived with such limitations. Some
common pressures observed during testing projects are limited budget, less time
to market and strict deadlines. These projects are survived only by producing
quality by balancing and combining automated and manual testing techniques.
This hypothetical situation for the project under test neither possible, testing all
releases manually nor automatically. Measuring the trade-off between automated
and manual testing is required for such situation. One such measurement of tradeoff is known as Production Possibilities Frontier (PPF) mentioned by[44].
Fig: 3 presents the combination of manual and automated test cases by which
testing can possibly carried out, within the limits of available budget and possible
choices from automated and manual tests. Any combination of automated and
manual test cases proportion on or inside the frontier is possible. Points outside
the frontier are not feasible due to the budget restriction. The combinations of
points on the graph line are called efficient points because of maximum possible
utilization of the resources while the points inside the graph are inefficient
because some resources may waste.
The production possibilities curve represents the trade-off between automated and
manual tests carried out with the given budget. As we reached the efficient point
on the curve by automating test case which in turn reduce the manual test cases
and vice versa. Here few questions seem relevant.
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Fig 3: Production Possibilities Frontier Curve for budget of 75 hours.
1. If we automate a test case, what portion of manual tests we lose or skip?
2. What we will gain by automation?
3. Is there any exact proportion between automated and manual test cases
on the production possibilities curve?
If we move from point “A” to point “B” on the production curve, there is
possibility of more and more test cases are automated on the expense of less
manual tests. In order to move from point “A” to point “B”. There are almost 100
manual test executions can be eliminated. We can say that by automating one test
case reduce the cost of 4 manual test runs.

4. A Proportion Ratio Based on Production Possibility
Curve
Based on the example scenario elaborated in previous section. We propose a
model from linear optimization[37]. This model in our case uses the concept of
opportunity cost to find a trade-off between automated and manual testing. This
model sustained in automating a test case is estimated on basis of replacing the
manual test cases. This is done with keeping the budget limits under
consideration. The model presented in Section:2, which focuses on single test case
run. Proposed model focus on all potential test cases. Furthermore it optimizes the
ROI in automated testing.

4.1 Test Automation Limits
In this section, analyses the different possibilities on PPF curve and relate them
with projected goal which is in this particular case is time in hours .The slope of
the production possibilities indicates the best possible proportion between
automated and manual test cases as shown in Figure-4 below . For All this
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discussion depends solely on the example we have described in Section: 3. It is
also explained in section:3 that if we automate one test case can skip 4 manual test
cases in general. It is assumed that we should ignore cost variables for the sake of
simplicity. Thus the opportunity cost for one automated test case is 5 manual test
executions.
In Fig 4, the x-axis is representing manual test executions (Am). Where 300
manual test executions are possible in 75 hours as assumed in our case. The Yaxis is representing automated test executions; there are 75 manual test executions
possible in 75 hours. The points “A”, “B”, “E” and “F” on PPF curve are efficient
points and achievable in current restrictions. The point “C” which inside is inside
the PPF curve is possible to achieve but inefficient point because some resources
will be wasted with this combination of automated and manual test cases. The
point “G” outside the PPF curve will not be achieved within the current
restrictions. The line “OG” is indicating the objective line of the project, the
desired ratio between “Aa” and “Am” under restriction of specific to project
conditions.

Fig 4: Production Possibilities Frontier Curve for Aa to Am Proportion.
Case I: If we move on the curve from point A to point “B”, reducing a small
number of automated test cases can results to vacate the resources for a large
number of manual test execution within the same cost limits. It is shown that in
Figure 4, at the top of the curve, small reduction in “Aa” producing a big increase
in “Am”.
Case II: If we move from point “E” to “F”, replacing a large number of automated
tests, there is small change in the manual test executions. At the bottom of the
curve a big decrease in automated test produces a small increase in manual test
executions.
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5. Result and Discussion
From economic point of view it seems reasonable to automate a desired number of
test cases. In this particular scenario, it is clear that moving on the curve from Aa
maximum to “A”, produces a big reduction in “Am” on x-axis and it is far away
from the project goal which is in this case is testing time. Consider moving from
“Am” maximum to “E” produce small change in manual test cases in number and
create a big addition in automated test and it is also far away from the project
goal. So keeping this model we conclude that the best possible ratio for automated
and manual tests is from point “H” to point “B” which is in this case is 50% to
70%. This is possible to make it further narrow down by adding more constraint.
Few of which are
1. System architecture under testing.
2. QA team skills.
3. Requirement stability.
4. Coverage objectives of Testing.
5. Available testing time and budget.

5.1 The Benefits and objectives
To understand this alternative based on PPF opportunity cost model, we evaluate
benefits each of them. The test case execution benefits are measured on the basis
of information that is reveals by its execution. The information mainly consist of
bug detection, requirement conformance to specification, coverage details etc.
This information is used by SQA decision making process as well as test
execution results.
In this study we suppose that the test case benefit is its risk mitigation capability,
fault detection capability of testing strategy and coverage criterion n of testing
techniques. It is also worth to mention that automated and manual tests are
addressing different risk types, fault range and coverage goals. Automated test are
best suitable for repetitive tasks usually regression tasks while manual tests can be
suitable for new classes of risks, bugs and changed specifications related to
functional testing. We suggest risk mitigation, bug detection criteria and code or
functional coverage can be measured on the basis of risk exposure[45]. The risk
mitigation also depends upon test case ordering with respect to their risk exposure
contribution[46] which may further refined with respect to code and functional
coverage and code and specification changes.
The budget and time limitations put the restrictions over number of test cases
selected and executed for defect detection. This restriction will never allow for a
project to test completely. Project estimates put additional constraints over
minimum and maximum level of testing. There are detailed discussions on risk
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based testing in[46, 47], fault detection capability[48],code and specification
changes[49],function coverage[50] and code coverage[51].

6. Conclusion
The manual and automated testing is being used in exact proportion. The decision
of automating the test cases or not to automate them is always important and
critical for the success of automation projects. There is need for research on tradeoff between automated and manual test cases contrast with test case selection, test
case reduction, test case prioritization and test case augmentation techniques. The
rationale behind this merger is to identify those already automated test cases to
execute manually or some manual test cases in previous test suite need to
automate for new objectives like code changes, specification changes, coverage
criterion or cost and time issues. This dynamic trade-off between automated and
manual test cases may enhance the fault identification capability, risk mitigation
and cost and time issues with these techniques. The PPF curve shows the
possibility of best proportions of automating test case with manual test cases. In
this study we conclude the following
1. Cost of testing is considered and indirect costs are not included in this
study.
2. This model considers only a single project decision making.
3. Indicating the best possible proportions between two testing types manual
and automated.
4. Comparing replacement of one type, production possibility of the type of
testing with the other.
5. A single objective testing time considered in this study.
On later stages the addition of cost variables and multiple objectives cost
proportions between the automation and manual test may increase the usefulness
of this model. This is also possible to make this method part of existing test suite
optimization techniques to enhance their capabilities. The decision of automation
of some or all test cases in a test suite is not one time decision. This decision may
be needed before each execution of a test suite.
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